
Our unique ‘flat-packing’ means up to ten standard sized container
buildings can be delivered on just one truck and installed in a morning!

Outdoor snack pods, visitor reception points, well-being suites and more. 

Combine units to form larger classrooms.

We supply cost effective, flexible modular container buildings that are: 

• Rapidly deployed

• Highly flexible and fully customisable

• Scalable to any size

• Suitable for winter use

• Portable – no planning permission required

• Environmentally conscious foldable technology reducing transport costs 

and carbon emissions

• Rent or buy

Continest build system for Schools and Colleges
Unique foldable buildings for cost-effective delivery and quick installation
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One Delivery

Safe with Space 
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CUBEMODULAR
External Classrooms

Create extra classrooms so you can increase space between students – our modular 
buildings allow you to create much larger classroom dimensions or rapidly deploy several 
extra smaller buildings so more students can receive face-to-face teaching.

External COVID-Secure Reception 

Reduce visitors into the main buildings to protect students and staff by having an external 
reception building that is the point of contact for visitors and deliveries. Separate entrances 
for staff and visitors and sneeze guard screen arrangements enable your establishment to 
operate safely and smoothly with minimum inconvenience. A storage area can be created 
for quarantining deliveries.

Visitor Cabin

Enable visiting professionals to hold appointments with individual students or meet staff 
members in a COVID-secure environment without entering the main buildings.

Well-being Pod

Create a special comfortable environment to give students experiencing anxiety a quiet and 
relaxing space to decompress and re-charge.
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CUBEMODULAR
ICT Suite

Provide a training facility for staff which doubles up as a computer room for disadvantaged 
students and their families to access ICT equipment. 

Wrap-around Care Suite

Make your wrap-around care offer easy and safe to access in its own unit outside the main 
school buildings.

Sanitising Tunnel or Booth

Create an area for staff, students and visitors to hand sanitise and if necessary have their 
temperature taken as they enter your education establishment.

Triage Room / Sick Bay

Separate students who are feeling unwell until they can return home.

Toilet Block

Reduce transmission risk and facilitate social distancing at high footfall facilities by providing 
additional toilets throughout your site.
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CUBEMODULAR

Outdoor Food Pods

Reduce transmission risk and help solve COVID catering challenges by serving snacks in the open air 
from an outside unit

Storage Unit

With cheap delivery our containers can meet your storage needs generated by removing 
excess furniture from classrooms and elsewhere on a temporary or long term basis.

Staff Accommodation

Allow staff members who do not wish to expose their co-habitants to the risk of COVID-19 
the opportunity to live on-site in fully outfitted temporary accommodation.

Technical details

Standard container building sizes: Continest CN10 3m (length) 2.44m (width) 2.5m (height) 
and Continest CN20 6m (length) 2.44m (width) 2.5m (height). 

The containers’ construction and portability offer full flexibility in arrangement and 
positioning. Units can be easily combined to create layouts of any scale. 

Designed and constructed to meet all safety and building regulations, including the 
use of special PIR panels that provide the highest flame resistance on the panel market.  
Installation requires only a forklift.

Contact us

For further information please contact Brandon Weston 

brandon@cubemodular.co.uk - 07724 762255 - cubemodular.co.uk
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Why choose Continest?

Our unique foldable technology means that not only is it much cheaper to 
transport multiple units, but also we can deliver to sites with challenging access 
issues and limited space, without the need for expensive crane hire.

Modular buildings manufactured off-site offer huge cost savings compared to 
traditional methods of construction, with virtually no disruption.

Temporary structures may be placed on car parks or playgrounds with no site 
preparation required. Modular buildings can easily be re-purposed, moved, 
adapted, scaled up or down or removed to suit changing requirements over time.

Factory manufacture also allows us to recycle more and waste less material, which 
together with our vastly reduced logistics costs, provides a greener and more 
sustainable building option.

Cube Modular’s rental options minimise up-front costs and offer the flexibility to 
adapt to changing requirements over time.  Purchasing Continest offers a sound 
investment as units can be sold on when no longer required.
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